
Thoughts about the Human quest 

As there is a way to close the eyes there isn' t a way to close the ears 

The eyes and ears are the main messengers from the outer world to our 

brain and they activate our main enemy, the mouth. The more our ears, 

eyes and mouth are closed the better. 

We receive and comprehend fragments of reality, limited by our senses and 

translations abilities the world around us reveals itself as flow of images 

colors and forms but it is all illusion a mind mix of memories, emotions 

thoughts and automated actions that has little to do with reality. 

Life is not a linear line as the real human body is not linear form. The 

human body manifests itself in a luminous, colorful vibrating egg shape 

entity and doesn’t end in the skin, as our thoughts doesn’t end in the brain, 

we can be in the heart of a distant galaxy with our minds. The power of the 

mind has no borders or limitations it travels faster than the speed of light 

and can move and inspire people in the other side of the globe without 

moving from a chair. 

Physical bodies are but the vehicles and custodians of a pure human 

essence that can be called the spirit which is what remains after the body is 

recycled into Planet Earth, but the physical body is what humanity 

cherishes.The great religions caused more casualties in their race for truth 

then any planetary disaster. 

Pondering on those subjects requires muting outer impressions, eyes, ears 

and mouth should be closed. Then something else could open, new reality 

and insights can emerge and transcend on relaxed non-active vehicle of the 

spirit. 

New ideas are not linear but like colorful dots surrounds the mind and 

when shaped leaves as writings or verbal expression. The music of the spirit 

is harmonious and doesn’t need translation. 



Human minds are the dots or the idea seeds of much greater entity that 

unites us all it can be called the creation force, God or Buddha, the name 

doesn’t matter. Active dots around the planet interact unconsciously. This 

is the real human quest to find the right rhythm and tune that would make 

us all united. 

Have magic 
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